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Imaginative in form, function and materials, Islands tables, 

designed by Dan Grabowski, shape the conversation 

and support work in a variety of environments. The 

Island Collection includes a range of table styles for use 

throughout your space, including meeting and conference 

tables as well as side, coffee, dining and café tables.

Islands offers endless possibilities for arrangement in open 

spaces, meeting rooms and private offices. The collection 

features durable laminates and refined wood, and is available in a 

range of shapes, including rounded corners and elongated forms, 

with power and connectivity to meet today’s demands.

Tables that Shape 
Conversations

Islands Collection by Knoll®

Approachable Design 
Islands tables are offered in a range 
of top shapes, from traditional round 
and rectangular to soft geometric and 
asymmetric organic. The variety of edge 
profiles and finish options can fulfill any 
aesthetic, from casual to formal.
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Islands’ range of shapes, sizes, heights and base styles 
supports groups in small team spaces or large conference 
rooms. A consistent, approachable aesthetic and common 
means to supporting connectivity ensure that Islands integrates 
seamlessly across your space.

SL-Base Tables 
With SL-Base tables, meetings can take many shapes. Organic forms 
paired with a minimalist straight leg design support integrated power and 
offer discreet wire management. Optional casters add even more flexibility. 
SL-Base tables are available in ten widths, seven depths, seventeen shapes, 
four heights, and three edge profiles. 

X-Base Tables 
X-Base tables scale from occasional to dining to meeting, providing a 
consistent aesthetic across a space. A streamlined center column smartly 
manages cables from the integrated power source in the table top to the 
floor. X-Base tables are available in thirteen widths, three depths, twelve 
shapes, six heights and three edge profiles.

MX-Base Tables (coming soon) 
MX-Base tables offer high-performance power and connectivity. Defined by 
an elegant fluted column base complemented by the broad scope of Islands 
top shapes, these tables support groups from small to large. With cables 
managed through the center column or using convenient clips, MX-Base 
tables are available in three widths and three depths; eight shapes, six 
heights and three edge profiles. 

Total Planning Scope

Clockwise from left to right: SL-Base meeting table, X-Base café table, 
X-Base occasional table, X-Base conference table, MX-Base meeting table
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Islands features thoughtfully-designed, easy-to-specify and 
adaptable power access and connectivity support. Multiple 
modules with mixed power, data, and USB-C ports drop into 
a narrow grommet and slide for easy access, or are surface 
mounted with an option for HDMI, ensuring technology is 
always close at hand. 

Drop-in Power Outlet 
Drop-in Power outlets, used in combination with the narrow slot grommet, 
simply drop in place and conveniently slide along the length of the 
grommet. Drop-in Power outlets are field swappable and can quickly and 
easily be removed or relocated as technology needs change. 

Power outlets are offered in six popular configurations with cord set, 
hardwired, or linkable options. Linkable units can be daisy-chained 
together from a single power source using jumpers and infeed cables. 

Surface Mounted Power Square 
Surface Mounted Power Square outlets mount flush with the surface of 
the table to deliver convenient access to power in a minimal footprint. 
They are offered in eight configurations and three power source options, 
including cord set, hardwired and linkable. 

Wire Management 
SL-Base tables route and conceal wires from the table surface to the floor 
via a semi-translucent cover that attaches and conforms to the straight 
leg profile. 

X-Base tables securely manage cables from the table surface to the floor 
via clear wire clips that snap over the X-Base center column. 

Flexible Support  
for Connectivity

Clockwise from left to right: Drop-in Power outlet; 
Surface Mounted Power Square; X-Base table leg utilizes 
cable clips; SL-Base table leg utilizes wire cover.
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